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毕业生信息管理系统基于 Browser/Server 架构设计，采用 IIS+ASP+Microsoft 






























Nowadays, most of the researches concerning about employments of graduates in 
the universities focus on assistance on seeking jobs.  However, few attentions are 
paid to analyzing whether the jobs are suitable for students and recording 
achievements of graduates.  Recent years, some universities and colleges begin on 
work tracing information of graduates.  However, due to lacking of a complete and  
scientific system, the results of the tracing work are not good. 
To better trace the information of employment and achievement, universities and 
colleges can culture and improve the education by understanding the requirements of 
society.  Therefore, building a complete and sufficient graduate student information 
management system becomes a vital part in working on employments analysis.  
This Graduate Information Management System applies Browser/Server structure, 
based on IIS+ASP+Microsoft SQL Server 2005 website program technology and 
accomplished by HTML and VBScript. It provides information about students 
studying not only in Xiamen University, but also in other schools, information about 
employment after graduation including resume and achievements. Administrator of the 
system can easily manage information about students, class and grades and also collect  
data to check information. Students can leave message to administrator. 
This paper, basing on introduction of systems functions, introduces the process of 
fulfillment of the system: the requirement part describes requirements of system 
functions and performance from users based on backgrounds of the system; the design 
part describes how to translate from requirements into designing and in detail 
illustrates the designs of system structure and module function; the data base design 
part introduce fields of each datasheet and the relationship between different datasheets; 
the system implementation and testing part records how to implement system and the  
results of testing. 
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